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Introduction 

This paper is addressed to one segment of the “on-demand” economy, the digital matching 

platforms (Telles 2016) that pair workers with individual customers looking for services: rides, 

food delivery, lodging, pet care and a wide range of types of service labor. The other segment of 

the on-demand economy is primarily a business-to-worker exchange, and includes what is 

generally termed “digital labor” (platforms such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk or Upwork) as 

well as on-demand staffing platforms for employees. In the for-profit segment of the consumer-

oriented sector, platforms use sophisticated software to organize service workers and asset-holders, 

who provide the actual services to consumers, using crowd-sourced ratings and reputational data 

to facilitate stranger exchange. Furthermore, platforms almost always engage earners as 

independent contractors, without the protections of employment. Recognizing that there is some 

overlap—for example some companies use TaskRabbit, which is primarily a consumer-oriented 

platform, and individuals look for help on Upwork—in this paper we confine our attention to the 

consumer-oriented platforms for three reasons. First, they emerged out of a different history than 

the business-oriented sites. Second, many of the debates about gig labor have tended to treat them 

as an entity, and have not included the business-facing sites. And third, our research only covers 

the consumer sector.   

 

The consumer-facing part of the on-demand economy is typically dated to 2008, the year Airbnb 

and Uber were founded. This segment is also popularly referred to as the “sharing economy” 

(Schor and Fitzmaurice 2015). This, of course, is a contentious term, as we will discuss below. 

With the exception of Uber, which always rejected the sharing economy label, the early companies 
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adopted a discourse of common good claims of efficiency, environmental and social benefit, and 

expansion of economic opportunity. However, their activities have become contentious, with 

critics arguing that they illegally evade regulations, are unsafe, and create a series of socially 

undesirable outcomes, such as excess traffic (Uber, Lyft) or reductions in the supply of rental 

housing (Airbnb). In this paper, we will focus on the issues concerning labor. Critics have argued 

that the platforms are exploiting workers, offering low hourly wages and what former Labor 

Secretary Robert Reich has termed a “share the scraps” economy (Reich 2015)( Scholz 2016). 

Others focus on employment status, arguing that these workers are misclassified as independent 

contractors (Dubal 2017).  More generally, the trend toward 1099-platform labor is part of a much 

longer term trend toward precarity and risk shift from firms to workers, first identified in the 1980s 

by scholars such as Eileen Appelbaum and Kathleen Christensen (Appelbaum 1988; Christensen 

1987). Later contributions by Kalleberg, Standing, Hacker and others confirmed the importance 

of this shift (Standing 2011; Hacker 2008; Kalleberg 2009; Pugh 2015; Weil 2014) )). Another set 

of questions concerns inequality. Do platforms ameliorate, transform or exacerbate various types 

of inequalities, particularly those based on class and race (Piketty 2014; Schor 2017)? While much 

of the attention to racial inequality in the platform economy has focused on discrimination against 

consumers (eg., the debate about #AirbnbwhileBlack), there are also questions about 

discrimination against earners on the platforms.  

 

Empirical research on the platform economy has been limited, partly because the platforms have 

not shared their data and also because it is relatively new. In this paper we report on findings from 

a seven year project on the sharing economy that began in 2011. Most of our data collection has 

been qualitative, so we cannot definitively answer the big questions posed above. However, we 
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believe that our now extensive database of in-depth interviews suggests a number of findings that 

are relevant for researchers to explore using large scale surveys and company databases.  

 

We should note that our focus in this paper is only the US, which is where we have done our 

research. However, the consumer-facing segment of the platform economy has expanded to 

include all the regions of the world. Because the regulatory, political and social environments in 

other countries differ, the experiences of on-demand labor in areas such as ride-sourcing, lodging, 

and errands work is also different—in in contrast to platforms such as MTurk, which do not include 

off-line work. In the pages which follow we will discuss findings from our work, focusing on 

earners on for-profit platforms. We find that they are diverse, in terms of their work status and 

experiences. One dimension of that diversity is what we call “platform dependency,” a status that 

we believe is key for understanding the range of outcomes we find among them. We also find that 

the platforms should not be thought of as a monolith, but are themselves heterogeneous, and sort 

into a hierarchy in terms of requirements for earning, remuneration and conditions.  

 

Why does platform diversity matter? In part, because broad generalizations about the sharing 

sector are likely not to be true for all its participant companies and earners. But beyond that we 

believe that a key question going forward will be the extent to which people use the platforms to 

supplement earnings, which most are currently doing, or as a way to earn a full-time living. In our 

sample full-timers represent under 30% of the total. Their experiences are far less positive, and 

more problematic on multiple grounds (earnings, autonomy, safety, satisfaction) than those who 

do not depend on platforms to pay their basic expenses. The “model” of full-time laboring on the 

platforms is not one which has been shown to be viable for workers. Indeed, the preponderance of 
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participants who have other employment or sources of income suggests that platform success is in 

part due to free riding on primary employers who provide decent wages and benefits to their 

employees. If platforms aim to attract workers who devote most of their working time to them, as 

the ride sourcing apps currently seem to, changes in their business model and treatment of labor 

will be necessary to achieve satisfactory outcomes. 

 

II. Methods 

Our team, Juliet Schor and a group of PhD students in Sociology, began studying the sharing 

economy in 2011, with funding from the MacArthur Foundation. We have mainly done qualitative 

research. We began with non-profits, because we were interested in whether these innovative 

community-based entities could provide viable alternatives to mainstream markets. Our early cases 

were a time bank (a multi-lateral barter site in general services), a food swap (trade in prepared 

foods), a makerspace (a community production environment) and a case study of the use of free 

and open educational resources. In all these cases we conducted both in-depth interviews of 60-90 

minutes and participant ethnography. In 2012, as the for-profit platforms were growing far more 

rapidly than the non-profits, we expanded our research to include them, and began to focus more 

intensively on conditions for earners. We added Airbnb, Turo (a peer-to-peer car rental platform) 

and TaskRabbit (a general errands and labor services site). This research consisted of in-depth 

interviews plus a short post-interview survey.1 In subsequent years we did some follow up 

interviews with Taskers and Airbnb hosts, and added four more companies—Uber and Lyft, and 

Postmates and Favor (food delivery apps). (For reasons of space, we do not include full 

descriptions of these platforms here. Descriptions are contained in (Schor et al. 2017)). We 

continued to interview Airbnb hosts, and developed a nationwide database of 450,000+ Airbnb 
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listings, from which we are studying racial and class discrimination and gentrification. We also 

have one additional case currently in process—a study of a platform cooperative (i.e., it is owned 

by its members). Interviews are concentrated among people aged 18-34 because this group 

constituted nearly all users when the project was started and we have maintained this sample 

restriction for comparability. While this means that our sample is less representative as the age 

spread of platform earners grows, youth are still overrepresented among this population. (In the 

2016 PEW Research Center survey of “gig” labor platforms, 42% of gig workers were aged 18-29 

and 39% were in the 30-49 range. Only 19% were over 50 years old (Smith 2016)). Nearly all our 

interviews are face-to-face with people in Boston, although for Airbnb and TaskRabbit a small 

number were conducted via Skype with people in other urban areas. We are aware that our 

sampling strategy introduces a selection bias, because it does not include people after they have 

left the platforms, and therefore our findings are likely to over-represent more satisfied 

participants. Nevertheless, our sample includes numerous dissatisfied participants, particularly on 

the less remunerative apps. To date, we have conducted approximately 320 interviews. For the 

purposes of this paper we will be considering a sample of 102 earners on six platforms: Airbnb, 

TaskRabbit, Uber/Lyft and Postmates/Favor. We group the latter four apps together into two cases 

because a high proportion of earners work simultaneously on two within the same type of service 

(eg., Uber and Lyft). We also have respondents who work on multiple platforms, for example, 

Taskers who are also Airbnb hosts. In these cases, we have assigned them based on their primary 

earnings platform.  

 

One question which may be worth addressing is whether Airbnb should be included in a discussion 

of gig labor. Airbnb fits within the definition of “digital matching firms” put forward in the first 
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governmental attempt to define the sector, by an economist at the Census (Telles 2016: 3-4). The 

four criteria Telles identified, which Airbnb satisfies, are 1) the use of information technology to 

facilitate exchanges, 2) the presence of ratings systems, 3) flexibility on hours and 4) tools and 

assets needed for the work are provided by the worker. The strongest argument against including 

Airbnb is that most of the income accrued from hosting is from capital (the housing asset), rather 

than labor (arranging, hosting, cleaning). However, all platforms have a mix of capital and labor 

income. In the case of ride-sourcing apps, cars of a certain late vintage are required; for errands 

platforms, some workers bring their own tools, etc. On other platforms, human capital, or skills 

and education, are responsible for much of the return. Therefore, we prefer to include Airbnb, and 

find that it anchors the hierarchy of platforms at the top.  

 

III. A hybrid beginning  

We date the start of the “sharing” economy to 2008, with the founding of Airbnb and Uber. 

Although ebay and Craigslist, arguably the nearest precursors, were started in 1995 (Schor and 

Fitzmaurice 2015), both were secondhand goods markets more than sharing or gig labor sites. In 

the early days, the platforms were termed collaborative consumption by a management consultant 

(Botsman and Rogers 2010) who emphasized the concept of “idle capacity.” While this made sense 

for Airbnb (spare rooms), peer-to-peer car rental (Turo), and neighborhood platforms to share or 

rent durable goods (Yerdle), its application to gig labor is somewhat different, as people are never 

really “idle” in the way that capital can be. But it is true that during the Great Recession there was 

high under- and unemployment and UberX and Lyft attracted people who were looking for work. 

However, over time a good portion of activity on the platforms has shifted from utilizing only idle 

capacity to using any capacity. In our research we find that Airbnb hosts leave their apartments to 
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rent them out; drivers buy cars in order to work on ride sourcing apps, and gig laborers quit 

undesirable jobs for more appealing opportunities on the platforms. Overall, capacity is less “idle” 

in 2017 than it was in 2008.  

 

In addition to the founding of the for-profit platforms, the period after the financial crash also 

witnessed the emergence of non-profit, community-based efforts to promote sharing and 

cooperative economic behaviors. These include food swaps, time banks, repair collectives, tool 

libraries, makerspaces, and other initiatives (Schor et al. 2016). The original “sharing economy,” 

whose participants held conferences and formed networks, was a community that included both 

the for profit and non-profit entities (Schor 2014). This hybrid community helped to validate 

positive branding around the concept of “sharing,” and to support the common good claims of the 

for profits—that they promoted economic opportunity, efficiency, social connection, and positive 

ecological impact. (Schor 2014). Within a fairly short time, the terminology of sharing became an 

object of scorn by critics (Slee 2015)(Hill 2015) however the common good claims retained 

resonance among users on a number of the for-profit platforms (Fitzmaurice et al. 2017). We 

believe the discourse of common good and the association with a diverse “sharing” community 

has been a factor in the for-profits’ ability to resist many of the the demands of critics, enlist the 

support of politicians, and attract users. This is the case despite the fact that a number of the claims 

appear to be false (Schor 2014). We turn now to our findings. 

 

IV. Sample Description 

Descriptive statistics about our sample of 102 earners can be found in Table 1. The breakdown is 

29 from Airbnb, 26 from Favor/Postmates, 14 drivers from Lyft/Uber, and 34 TaskRabbits. Our 
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sample is roughly two-thirds male. This is different from the PEW survey, which found that gig 

workers were 45% male. We do not know if the reason is that we have a higher fraction of drivers 

and deliverers, who are disproportionately male, or because they have more online workers. In the 

Pew survey the largest work category was online tasks such as data entry and taking surveys, which 

our cases do not include.  Another factor may be that the labor market in Boston is more 

advantageous for women, given the high number of medical and educational employers. Finally, 

for some Airbnb hosts who are heterosexual couples we interviewed the man.  

 

A notable feature of the sharing economy is that its participants are highly educated. This has been 

the case since the beginning. Our sample conforms to this pattern, and is even more educated than 

the national gig labor force. One fifth (20) of our respondents have graduate degrees. Just over half 

have college degrees. Another fifth has completed some college, and most of these are students 

whose degrees are in process. There are only 7 people in our sample who did not go beyond high 

school and only 1 without a high school degree. By contrast, in the Pew survey 42% had only a 

high school degree or less. (Smith 2016).  Respondents self-described social class is also included 

in Table 1. The largest group (44%) considered themselves middle class, 24% identified as lower 

middle class, 18% consider themselves “upper middle” or “upper class,” and 14% “lower class.” 

Table 1 also includes respondents’ reported monthly earnings on platforms. Here we see that for 

most, earnings are low with the biggest groups (35% and 34%) earning less than $500 and between 

$500 and $1500.  

 

In Table 2, we describe another type of variation among our sample—what we have termed 

“platform dependency.” Using survey questions and the interview data we coded our respondents 
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into three groups, based on what they use their platform earnings for. The first category is 

respondents for whom earnings are supplemental. They do not use them to pay monthly expenses 

or bills, but frequently use the earnings for leisure activities or special purchases. Many of these 

earners have full time jobs or are full time students. Among workers who we classify as “platform 

dependent” are two groups: those who rely on the earnings to pay for some of their expenses, but 

also have other sources of earnings or part-time jobs or small businesses. The final group, who are 

fully dependent, rely on their earnings to pay their basic expenses. We estimate that 27 of our 

sample are fully platform dependent; 42 are partially-dependent and 33 are supplemental earners. 

Our fully dependent category is very close to the findings of the Pew survey, which found that 

29% of respondents said that their gig work “is essential for meeting my basic needs” (Smith 

2016).2 The Pew survey’s second category—it is an “important component of my budget, but not 

essential”—was 27%, compared to 41% in our sample. Finally, Pew found that 42% say the 

income is “nice to have, but I could live comfortably without it,” compared to our categorization 

of supplemental earners at 32%. Table 2 gives the breakdown of dependency by platform. None 

of our Airbnb hosts are fully dependent; whereas on the ride-sourcing apps (Uber and Lyft) nearly 

four-fifths do report relying on the platform for their living expenses.  

 

V. Platform outcomes vary by platform dependency 

How does platform dependency relate to outcomes for earners? We find that those who are 

supplemental or partial earners are far more satisfied, exercise much more control over their 

hours and work process, are more likely to avoid unsafe or problematic jobs, and can hold out for 

highly hourly wages. They are also less worried about de-activation by the platform should they 

get bad customer ratings. By contrast, among those who are fully-dependent, satisfaction is 
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lower, jeopardy of all types (including de-activation) is more present, exercising autonomy is 

difficult, and hourly wages are lower. This is the case on all the platforms (Airbnb excepted, 

because it does not have dependent earners). Overall, full-time platform earners find themselves 

doing precarious work, without control over which jobs to take, or when to work, mostly earning 

far short of a living wage.  

 

As an example, consider the differences between delivery couriers who rely on the platform versus 

those who do not. Among the supplemental earners we find students or full-time employeeswho 

use bicycles to deliver food and consider the work a way to get exercise. They love the chance to 

use their leisure time to earn money and stay in shape. And they do not worry about being de-

activated from the program. One courier, a married woman with a small baby who uses her car to 

make deliveries is willing to break the platform’s rules to ensure her own safety and combine 

childcare with work. She puts her baby in the car, and won’t go into people’s homes. If it’s dark, 

she stays in the car, and has customers come out to her on the street, rather than knock on their 

doors and deliver the food. Another part-time earner on the delivery apps notes that he doesn’t use 

the branded stickers he’s supposed to or put the food in the bags as required. He’s nonchalant about 

being kicked off the platform. By contrast, the fully dependent earners we interviewed have very 

different experiences. One, an African-American man, reports being very stressed about his 

financial situation, despite a graduate degree. He used to work for Uber, where the money was 

better, but when his car got too old, he had to switch to delivery work, which is functioning as the 

app of last resort. He’s not earning enough to pay for maintenance on his car and is terrified it will 

need repairs soon. While it’s possible to earn a guaranteed $15 an hour on Favor if you sign up to 

do a whole shift, those opportunities are limited, and they also mean couriers are forced to accept 
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jobs which appear problematic. Or consider one of the most hard luck cases in our sample. This is 

a young African-American man, with a criminal record, no college degree and no other means of 

support. He travels to Boston on the bus from another state, sleeping in his brother’s apartment. 

He works as much as he can, but earns less than a living wage. During one delivery he was hit by 

a car and injured. Instead of going to the hospital, as he needed to, he first finished the job, which 

kept his rating intact and his profile active. When the company found out what had happened they 

praised him publically for his dedication to the job and gave him a $100 credit. He’d endured 

injury and delayed medical treatment, rather than risk a bad rating and subsequent deactivation.  

 

The delivery example is an extreme one, but it highlights the variation in experiences we find in 

our sample. Among taskers, those with stellar reputations and “elite” status command high 

wages, especially for jobs they dislike. Many are supplemental earners. One tasker won’t wait in 

line (a common task posted on the site) for less than $150 an hour, and reports that he is “really 

picky” about which jobs he will take. (He only takes a few a month.) Another explains how he 

has learned to “learned how to really push, really push up my rates.” Others, who work on the 

platform in addition to their regular jobs, describe the value of using their leisure time 

productively. Another tasker, a full-time student, explains that work on this platform is far 

superior to the catering position he used to have. In this way, platform labor is a highly valued 

alternative to the less desirable jobs available to people in the casual labor market. By contrast, 

taskers who attempt to make a living on the platform have a very difficult time. We interviewed 

one homeless man who wasn’t earning enough to rent an apartment. Another had lost his 

lucrative software job during the financial crash and was making one tenth of his former salary, 

despite taking all the work he could find. He described the remuneration as “poverty” wages, 
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opined that he’d be better off working at McDonald’s and described a number of jobs he’d taken 

that he regretted. While he did like some aspects of the work, his experience stands in contrast to 

the part-timers who were able to be much more discerning about the tasks they accept.  

 

Airbnb hosts, none of whom are dependent earners, report the highest levels of satisfaction. 

Many do extensive screening before accepting guests, so they retain a high level of control. A 

significant subset values the social interaction they have with guests. And many talk about the 

favorable effort/earnings ratio on the platform. One described the opportunity afforded by the 

platform as “too good to be true.” We also find that rather being subjected to precarious work, 

Airbnb hosts use their supplemental earnings to reduce precarity in their lives.  

 

By contrast, the starkest experiences of dependent earners come from the ride-sourcing apps, Uber 

and Lyft, who are the most likely group in our sample to be full-timers. (Our sample is more 

dependent than the national driver pool. Uber says half of its drivers work less than 10 hours per 

week (Kruzman 2017)). Drivers discussed their inability to control hours, because they had to 

work when there was business, which was variable throughout the day. Some of the difficulties 

they discussed have been reported on in the press—the companies’ frequent rate cuts, fear of 

deactivation or poor ratings, and long hours. In a paper with Alexandrea Ravenelle, who has 

studied Uber drivers in New York, we find that in both NY and Boston, drivers are subjected to 

various types of vulnerabilities (Ladegaard, Ravenelle and Schor 2017). They are unwittingly 

pulled into illegal activity such as drug deals or prostitution. They are accosted by riders. Drunk 

passengers vomit in their cars. Dependent drivers are more exposed to these dangers and problems 

because they feel compelled to ride during riskier times, and in riskier places (eg., bar pickups), 
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and they are less likely to refuse passenger requests because of fear of deactivation. By contrast, 

those who use their earnings for leisure can combine commuting and driving, so that their 

commuting expenses are paid for by riders, and they can control their hours, locations and the rides 

they accept. As one unhappy (full-time) Uber driver noted, after discussing a litany of problems, 

including rate cuts: “The only thing left is just to cry and say, like, oh, these are bad guys.” 

 

VI. The Hierarchy of Platforms 

As noted above, much of the conversation about the platform economy has treated the sector as a 

monolith. However, our research suggests it is better understood hierarchically. This point seems 

obvious, but there is a tendency to lump platforms together in much of the policy and public 

discussion. What are the ways in which the platforms are vertically structured? 

 

The first is the asset structure. More lucrative and desirable platforms require more capital. For 

example, Airbnb requires access either via ownership or lease to an apartment. In addition, the 

location of the property determines its ability to attract guests. Cansoy and Schor (2017) find that 

Airbnb income and ratings are lower for non-whites. TaskRabbit has a de facto requirement for a 

college degree or college enrollment. Nearly a quarter of taskers have graduate degrees. This 

platform yields much higher wages than those which specialize in delivery or driving, suggesting 

that lack of formal education is a barrier to high earnings, even when the tasks themselves are 

unrelated to education (eg, house cleaning, waiting in line, furniture assembly). By contrast, the 

driving and delivery platforms require less in the way of assets. Until recently the driving apps 

only required a car of a relatively recent vintage. (Exact requirements fluctuate.) Both Uber and 
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Lyft have offered deals that give free cars, but only if drivers satisfy a quota of weekly rides. The 

delivery apps can be joined with no physical assets (or education).  

 

While we do not have accurate hourly wages to compare remuneration structures, there does seem 

to be a hierarchy across the four platforms, which conforms to the asset requirements. From the 

qualitative data we know that Airbnb yields by far the highest earnings, and as noted, labor 

requirements are low. Hosts typically earn from $50 to $350 per night depending on the property. 

TaskRabbit wages are generally above $25 an hour, and range to more than $100 as noted above. 

We don’t have good data on hourly earnings from drivers, in part because of the need to subtract 

a variety of expenses, as well as the complex bonus structures now in place on these apps. 

Postmates and Favor couriers seem to be consigned to the $10-15 dollar an hour economy. (More 

detail on the structure of earnings can be found in Schor et al 2017.) 

  

From the interview data we also find that conditions and control vary. Airbnb hosts face the lowest 

levels of threat or precarity. Taskers experience precarity of earnings, but generally have far more 

control over their work than providers on the bottom two platforms. Drivers are experiencing 

declining levels of autonomy and control, and increasing competition for business. Only couriers 

who are not platform dependent are able to retain control or autonomy.  

 

VII. Conclusion 

The qualitative data contains many more examples which support the finding that experiences 

diverge by platform dependency and across the platform hierarchy. We found few cases which did 

not fit the pattern: dependent earners are struggling, have little control over their working 
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conditions, are subject to more risk, and earn lower hourly wages. Those who are supplemental 

earners have far better experiences, and the partially-dependents are in between. These findings 

should be seen as provisional, in the sense that our sample is not a random one. It comes from one 

city and it does not include those who have exited the platform. We researchers desperately need 

data from the companies—they are the only ones who know the actual composition of their labor 

forces. However the companies have been unwilling to share that data with independent 

researchers. Because platform labor is still such a small part of the overall workforce, the small 

national studies we currently have are inadequate. The hopeful news is that the Contingent 

Workforce Survey is being fielded this year and should yield much more information about the 

characteristics of the platform labor force. 

 

In one sense our findings are not at all surprising. Indeed, they are what one would expect from 

game theory or other economic analysis—people with better fallback positions get better 

outcomes. However, our findings do challenge the dominant narratives about platforms. On the 

one hand are the platforms and their academic supporters, who emphasize efficiency and 

opportunity (Sundararajan 2016). On the other, critics make blanket condemnations, treating 

platform workers as a uniform category (Scholz 2016). Both critics and proponents focus on the 

characteristics of the platforms and their policies. Our findings shift the locus of explanation 

elsewhere, to the situations of the earners. Because they are so varied in terms of their sources of 

income and the extent to which they depend on platform work, outcomes are diverse. We believe 

this diversity in outcomes is greater than in conventional workplaces because the barriers to entry 

on these platforms are so low. At the moment, platforms do not exclude people who will devote 

only a few hours a week or month to them. While that may change in the future, for the moment, 
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the openness of these opportunities has yielded a heterogeneous workforce with heterogeneous 

experiences. The other reason that outcomes vary so much is that in comparison to many 

employment situations, the platforms exercise relatively little direct control over the providers, 

which allows for more autonomy, and therefore variation in the way people do the work. 

 

None of this is to say that the platforms’ policies are benign, that these workers are correctly 

classified, or that these are viable ways to make a living. It seems clear that in a number of cases, 

they are not. However, as the debate about regulation, classification, exploitation and precarity 

intensifies, it will be important to bear in mind the diversity that we are finding. And it will be 

important to track it over time. Because another important aspect of the platform labor is that it is 

in constant motion. During the years we have been studying this sector, we have watched platforms 

“pivot” to new business models, change policies, slash rates, and alter their ratings systems. These 

“workplaces” are in many ways a moving target.  

 

Finally, it is important to remember that the production of satisfied platform workers frequently 

entails free riding on other employers who provide decent incomes, benefits and stability. This 

suggests that the platforms may work well as parasitic employers, but our findings suggest that 

when they are workers’ primary source of income, they are not nearly as successful. This bodes ill 

for some visions of the future of employment, such as Sundarajan’s (Sundarajan 2016), who 

predicts that platforms will wipe out conventional employment. At the moment, that seems 

unlikely, at least until platforms can provide workers with an experience of full-time employment 

that yields far better outcomes than they are currently providing. 
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 Table 1: Sample Characteristics 
 
 
 Airbnb Favor/Postmates Lyft/Uber TaskRabbit Total 
Age      

N 28 26 14 34 102 
Mean 28.00 25.50 31.50 29.94 28.49 

Gender      
N 28 26 14 34 102 

Female 10 (35.7%) 7 (26.9%) 3 (21.4%) 13 (38.2%) 33 
Male 18 (64.3%) 19 (73.1%) 11 (78.6%) 21 (61.8%) 69 

Race      
N 27 26 14 33 100 

White 21 (77.8%) 16 (61.5%) 5 (35.7%) 19 (57.6%) 61 (61.0%) 
Black 1 (3.7%) 5 (19.2%) 5 (35.7%) 5 (15.2%) 16 (16.0%) 

Hispanic 2 (7.4%) 2 (7.7%) 4 (28.6%) 5 (15.2%) 13 (13.0%) 
Asian 2 (7.4%) 2 (7.7%) 0 (0%) 2 (6.1%) 6 (6.0%) 
Other 1 (3.7%) 1 (3.8%) 0 (0%) 2 (6.1%) 4 (4.0%) 

Education      
N 28 26 14 33 101 

<High School 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (3.0%) 1 (1.0%) 
High School 0 (0%) 3 (11.5%) 4 (28.6%) 0 (0%) 7 (6.9%) 
Some College 1 (3.6%) 8 (30.8%) 3 (21.4%) 9 (27.3%) 21 (20.8%) 

College 19 (67.9%) 12 (46.2%) 6 (42.9%) 15 (45.5%) 52 (51.5%) 
Graduate 8 (28.6%) 3 (11.5%) 1 (7.1%) 8 (24.2%) 20 (19.8%) 

 
 
Class      
      

N 27 19 9 32 87 
Lower  1 (3.7%) 5 (26.3%) 4 (44.4%) 2 (6.3%) 12 (13.8%) 

Lower-Middle  2 (7.4%) 4 (21.1%) 1 (11.1%) 14 (43.8%) 21 (24.1%) 
Middle  14 (51.9%) 5 (26.3%) 4 (44.4%) 15 (46.9%) 38 (43.7%) 

Upper-Middle  1 (3.7%) 5 (26.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 6 (6.9%) 
Upper  9 (33.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (3.1%) 10 (11.5%) 

 
 
      

Monthly Earnings      
N 27 23 11 28 89 

<500 6 (22.2%) 13 (56.5%) 0 (0%) 12 (42.9%) 31 (34.8%) 
500-1500 10 (37.0%) 9 (39.1%) 1 (9.1%) 10 (35.7%) 30 (33.7%) 

1500-5000 9 (33.3%) 1 (4.3%) 9 (81.8%) 5 (17.9%) 24 (27.0%) 
5000> 2 (7.4%) 0 (0%) 1 (9.1%) 1 (3.6%) 4 (4.5%) 
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Table 2:   Platform Dependency  

 
 Airbnb Favor/Postmates Lyft/Uber TaskRabbit Total 
      

N 28 26 14 34 102 
      

Supplemental 
11     

(39.3%) 10 (38.5%) 1 (7.1%) 11 (32.4%) 33 (32.4%) 
 
 

Partially-
Dependent 

17 
(60.7%) 9 (34.6%) 2 (14.3%) 14 (41.2%) 42 (41.2%) 

      
Dependent 0 (0%) 7 (26.9%) 11 (78.6%) 9 (36.5%) 27 (26.5%) 
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Notes 

1The survey data, which we include below, includes a number of case specific questions as well as 
some open-ended questions, and respondents were free to answer as they liked. Case differences 
included the units in which earnings were measured, to conform with platform custom (i.e., Airbnb 
hosts think monthly, on other platforms they calculated weekly earnings). This resulted in 
differences in how respondents interpreted questions so we have done some re-coding to create 
comparability across cases. Furthermore, as the project evolved we introduced some changes in 
the survey to reflect changing practice as well as some shifts in research questions.  
2Among the first two categories (for whom income is essential or important), nearly half (49%) 
are online workers, 31% work in ride-hailing, and 25% do house cleaning and laundry. (Totals 
exceed 100% because some people do multiple types of gig work.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	

																																																								


